Selection Procedure

Academic worker - Assistant Professor at the Department of Pedagogy

In accordance with The Competitive Hiring Process Code of Charles University as amended the Dean of the Hussite Theological Faculty of Charles University announces the Selection Procedure - Assistant Professor at the Department of Pedagogy.

Expected starting date: October 1, 2022
Job title: Assistant Professor at the Department of Pedagogy
Field and specialization: Pedagogy
Expected salary: AP2 level (In accordance with The Internal Salary Regulation of Charles University)
Full-time position: 0,5 (20 hours per week)
Application deadline: July 3, 2022

Job requirements:
• Completed Ph.D. in the field of Pedagogy;
• Continuous publishing activities and other creative activities in the field (research and development projects as advantage);
• Academic practice in Pedagogy;
• Good knowledge of English language;
• Czech language - level of knowledge - native speaker.
• Practice in non-academic teaching activities as advantage.

Complete applications will include the following:
• Application form • cover letter • structured CV including professional experiences • verified copies of educational documents.

Submitting the application:
The application with all its attachments can be send in printed form by post or delivered in person to the following address: The Hussite Theological Faculty CU, Bc. Barbora Galová – secretariat, Pacovská 350/4, 140 21, Praha 4 Krč, or send by e-mail to barbora.galova@htf.cuni.cz (Subject: Selection Procedure).

The faculty reserves the right not to fill the position.

Published: May 3, 2022

Information on the Processing and Protection of Personal Data at Charles University:
https://cuni.cz/UK-9056.html